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Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) entanglement introduced in 1935 deals with two particles that are
entangled in their positions andmomenta.Herewe report the first experimental demonstrationofEPRposition-
momentum entanglement of narrow-band photon pairs generated from cold atoms. By using two-photon
quantum ghost imaging and ghost interference, we demonstrate explicitly that the narrow-band photon pairs
violate the separability criterion, confirming EPR entanglement. We further demonstrate continuous variable
EPR steering for positions and momenta of the two photons. Our new source of EPR-entangled narrow-band
photons is expected to play an essential role in spatiallymultiplexed quantum information processing, such as,
storage of quantum correlated images, quantum interface involving hyperentangled photons, etc.
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Entanglement, initially explored experimentally with the
polarization states of a pair of photons [1,2], has now been
demonstrated in a variety of physical systems, e.g., two
spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) photons
[3,4], two-mode squeezed states of optical fields [5,6],
trapped ions [7,8], neutral atoms [9,10], and artificial
quantum systems [11,12]. The gedanken experiment pro-
posed by Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) in 1935, on the
other hand, involves a pair of particles that are entangled
in their positions and momenta [13–15]. In addition to
fundamental interests, EPR entanglement is essential in
quantum imaging and quantummetrology [16–19]. Here we
report EPR position-momentum entanglement of narrow-
band (∼MHz) photon pairs generated from χð3Þ spontaneous
four-wave mixing (SFWM) in a cold atomic ensemble. By
using two-photon quantum ghost imaging and interference
[20,21], we demonstrate explicitly that the narrow-band
photon pairs violate the separability criterion, confirming
EPR position-momentum entanglement. We further dem-
onstrate continuous variable EPR steering for positions and
momenta of the two photons [22–28]. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first experimental demonstration of
EPR entanglement and EPR steering of position-momentum
degrees of freedom of narrow-band photon pairs, well suited
for spatially multiplexed quantum information processing,
storage of quantum images, quantum interface involving
hyperentangled photons, etc. [29–34].
The position-momentumlike continuous variable feature

of EPR entanglement has been explored initially by using
quadrature-phase amplitudes of two-mode squeezed states
[5,6]. Genuine EPR position-momentum entanglement of
photon pairs became available later by the SPDC process in
a bulk crystal [14,15] and is thought to be essential in
quantum imaging and quantum metrology [16–19]. The
EPR-entangled SPDC photons, however, are inherently
broadband, typically on the order of several THz in
bandwidth. This large bandwidth makes the source

unsuitable for interfacing with quantum memory based
on atom-photon coherent interaction, which typically has
the working bandwidth of a few MHz [30–34]. Although
narrowband entangled photon pairs can be generated via
cavity-enhanced SPDC [35,36], the optical cavity necessary
for bandwidth narrowing eradicates EPR position-momen-
tum entanglement between the photon pairs. Spontaneous
four-wave mixing (SFWM) in a cold atom medium can
generate narrow-band entangled photons without the need
for optical cavities [37–39], but, to date, no EPR position-
momentum entanglement has been reported via SFWM. In
this work, we demonstrate EPR position-momentum entan-
glement of a photon pair generated via cold atom-based
SFWM by using quantum ghost interference and ghost
imaging. It is shown that the photon pair violates the
position-momentum continuous variable separability cri-
terion and satisfies the EPR steering condition [22–25].
The experimental schematic is shown in Fig. 1. The

SFWM photon pairs are generated from an ensemble
of cold 87 Rb atoms in a cigar-shaped 2D magneto-optical
trap (MOT) [38–40]. When the counterpropagating pump
(ωp) and coupling (ωc) lasers are applied to the cold atom
cloud, the Stokes (ωs) and anti-Stokes (ωas) photons are
generated via SFWM. The atomic four-level double-Λ
system used for SFWM consists of j1i≡ j5S1=2ðF ¼ 1Þi,
j2i≡ j5S1=2ðF ¼ 2Þi, j3i≡ j5P1=2ðF ¼ 2Þi, and j4i≡
j5P3=2ðF ¼ 2Þi. All the atoms are initially prepared in the
ground state j1i [38]. The pump laser is red detuned by
Δ ¼ 2π × 78.5 MHz from the j1i ↔ j4i transition and the
coupling laser is resonant to the j2i ↔ j3i transition. The
SFWM photon pair is collected at the angle of 2.5° with
respect to the pump or coupling laser directions and the
polarization states of the Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are
chosen by wave plates (WP) and polarization beam splitters
(PBS). The angle is exaggerated in Fig. 1 for clarity. The
SFWM photon pairs are measured with single-photon
detectors (SPD, Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQRH-13FC) and
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coincidence events are recorded with time-tagging electron-
ics (SensL HRM-TDC). It is important to note that, to
generate a photon pair with EPR position-momentum
entanglement, the pump and coupling lasers should not be
tightly focused.
The optical depth (OD) of our cigar-shaped MOT was

measured to be about 50. The experiment is repeated every
10 ms: 9 ms is used for preparation of the cold atomic
ensemble, and 1 ms is dedicated to SFWM for generating
narrow-band photon pairs. Two different values of pump
power are used for two different pumping conditions.
When the pump field is nearly collimated with diameter
2w0 ¼ 2.16 mm, the pump power was set at 1.5 mW.When
the pump is focused to 2w0 ¼ 235 μm with a lens of focal
length 500 mm, the pump power was 60 μW. The Rayleigh
length in this case was 2zR ¼ 11 cm, which sufficiently
covers the atomic ensemble longitudinally. The coupling
field is 3 mW in power and 3 mm in diameter. The
polarization states of pump, Stokes, coupling, and anti-
Stokes fields are chosen to be , , , , where and
represents right-circular and left-circular polarizations as
seen from the receiver, respectively. To block the pump
and coupling lasers, temperature controlled solid etalon
filters (470 MHz full-width-at-half-maximum transmission
bandwidth; 21 GHz free spectral range) are placed before
the detectors.
The two-photon quantum state generated from SFWM

can be written as [38,39]

jΨi ∝
Z

dωasdωsd~κsd~κasχð3Þðωas;ωsÞsincðΔkL=2Þ

× C⊥ð~κþ; ~κ−Þâ†~κs â
†
~κas
j0i; ð1Þ

where ωas and ωs are the frequencies of anti-Stokes and
Stokes photons, χð3Þðωas;ωsÞ is the third-order nonlinear

susceptibility of the medium, Δk ¼ ð~kp þ ~kc − ~ks − ~kasÞ ·
~z is the longitudinal phase mismatch along the direction ~z
of the 2D MOT of length L, and â†~κs (â

†
~κas
) is the creation

operator of photons with the transverse wave vector ~κs
(~κas). Here ~kp, ~kc, ~ks, ~kas are the wave vectors of pump,
coupling, Stokes, and anti-Stokes photons within the
medium, respectively. The transverse components of the
wave vectors are ~κs and ~κas for the Stokes and the anti-
Stokes photons, respectively. The transverse correlation
function is C⊥ð~κþ; ~κ−Þ ¼ ~Eþðj~κþjÞ ~E−ðj~κ−j=2Þ, where ~κ� ¼
~κas � ~κs and ~E� are envelopes with standard deviations σ�.
For a perfectly EPR-entangled photon pair, ~Eþðj~κþjÞ →
δð~κþÞ and ~E−ðj~κ−jÞ → 1 such that the transverse correlation
function becomes C⊥ð~κþ; ~κ−Þ → δð~κþÞ. Here, it is assumed
that the coupling field is a plane wave with wave vector
~kc and the medium is larger than the spatial envelope
of the pump. Full calculation details are given in the
Supplemental Material [41].
To confirm EPR entanglement and EPR steering for the

position-momentum variables, we make use of the quantum
ghost imaging and interference effects [20,21]. Roughly
speaking, in ghost interference and ghost imaging experi-
ments with a pair of photons, an object is placed in the path
of one photon which is then detected by a detector with no
spatial resolution and the other photon is measured with a
scanning detector with spatial resolution. The single count
rate of the scanning detector does not reveal any image or
interference, but, strangely (hence the term “ghost”), ghost
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experiment. The Stokes (ωs) and anti-Stokes (ωas) photon pair with EPR position-momentum entanglement
is generated in the 87 Rb cold atom cloud by applying the pump (ωp) and coupling (ωc) lasers. Wave plates (WP) and polarizing beam
splitters (PBS) are used to set the proper polarization states. To optically relay the diverging Stokes and anti-Stokes photons to Alice and
Bob, the lenses l are used (f ¼ 400 mm). The SFWM photon pairs are measured with single-photon detectors (SPD). SMF and BS refer
to the single-mode fiber and the beam splitter, respectively.
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image or ghost interference due to the object appears in the
coincidence count rate between the two detectors [20,21].
On Alice’s side, we place the object, a metal block of

width ¼ 1.23 mm, in front of the objective lens la with
focus fa ¼ 13.5 mm and numerical aperture ðNAÞ ¼ 0.25.
A single-mode fiber (SMF) is placed at the focus of the
objective lens la for photon detection. The effective shape
of the object, considering the transverse dimensions of the
object, the SFWM beam (the Stokes photon), the numerical
apertures of the objective lens, and the SMF, is a double slit.
We thus expect to observe ghost interference and ghost
imaging corresponding to the effective double slit placed at
the location of the object. The scanning detector is placed
on Bob’s side. The two-photon ghost interference and ghost
imaging measurements require different optical setups for
measurement. The transmission or reflection at the beam
splitter (BS) selects whether to observe the ghost interfer-
ence or the ghost imaging, respectively [14,15]. For the
ghost interference measurement, the SMF tip is scanned at
the focus of the lens lb with focus fb ¼ 25.4 mm. For the
ghost imaging measurement, the measurement setup
includes a narrow vertical slit of 0.4 mm in width, which
defines the imaging resolution, the objective lens lg
(fg ¼ 13.5 mm, NA ¼ 0.25), and an SMF. The whole
setup is mounted on a translation stage and scanned.
It is well known that a pair of classically correlated

photons in their positions and in their momenta can lead
to ghost imaging and ghost interference, respectively
[46–50]. It is, however, fundamentally impossible to
observe both ghost imaging and ghost interference with
a classical position-correlated or momentum-correlated
photon pairs [46,47]. On the other hand, if a photon pair
is EPR entangled, i.e., quantum correlation exits simulta-
neously in positions and momenta of the photons, both
ghost imaging and ghost interference may be observed by
choosing the appropriate measurement basis [14,15]. Thus,
experimental observation of both high visibility quantum
ghost interference as well as high contrast quantum ghost
imaging from the experimental setup in Fig. 1 can be used to
confirm EPR position-momentum entanglement of the
photon pair.
The experimental data for quantum ghost interference

and ghost imaging are shown in Fig. 2. The coincidence
count is normalized to the product of the single counts at
the two detectors to remove the effects of single count
variations to the coincidence count. When the pump laser is
collimated (beam diameter 2w0 ¼ 2.16 mm), the data
clearly exhibit high contrast ghost interference, Fig. 2(a),
and ghost imaging, Fig. 2(b), indicating a high degree of
EPR position-momentum entanglement. When the pump
laser is focused (2w0 ¼ 235 μm), the quality of the ghost
interference, Fig. 2(c), and ghost image, Fig. 2(d), are
reduced, signaling reduced EPR entanglement.
Theoretically, ghost interference can be calculated, for a

given object transfer function, as follows. The effective

double slit located at the object plane on Alice’s side causes
quantum ghost interference to occur when Bob scans his
detector at the far zone, i.e., at the focus of the lens lb.
Assuming that in Alice’s measurement plane, her SMF is
located at the optical axis defined by the source and the
lenses l, la, and lb (~ρa ¼ 0), the normalized coincidence
count rate Gð2Þð~ρbÞ is given by

����
Z

d~κsd~κasC⊥ð~κþ; ~κ−ÞT
�
λsf
2π

~κs

�
exp

�
−i

f
fb

~κas · ~ρb

�����
2

;

where λs is the wavelength of the Stokes photons, f is
the focal length of the lens l, T ð~ρoÞ is the object transfer
function defined by the effective double slit at the
object plane ~ρo. As described earlier, when the position-
momentum correlation is ideal so that C⊥ð~κþ; ~κ−Þ ¼ δð~κþÞ,
the two-photon correlation function can be described
simply as the square of the Fourier transform of the object
transfer function: Gð2Þð~ρbÞ ∝ j ~T ½ðf=fbÞ~ρb�j2. When the
pump has a finite spatial envelope, i.e., C⊥ð~κþ; ~κ−Þ is not
equal to the delta function, the two-photon correlation
function degrades from the ideal Fourier transform.
The shape of the nonideal ghost interference depends on
the two parameters σþ and σ−. By fitting the experimental
data to the theoretical calculation, it is possible to obtain
σþ and σ−. Using the quantum state in Eq. (1), the
uncertainty of the total momentum, Δpþ, is calculated to
beΔpþ¼ℏσþ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. Similarly, the uncertainty of the relative

position, Δx−, is calculated to be Δx− ¼ σ−1− =
ffiffiffi
2

p
.
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FIG. 2. Experimental results. When the pump laser is colli-
mated (beam diameter 2w0 ¼ 2.16 mm), quantum ghost inter-
ference (a) and ghost image (b) of the object are clearly observed.
From these data, we obtain clear signatures of EPR entanglement
and EPR steering for the position-momentum variables. See text
for details. When the pump laser is focused (2w0 ¼ 235 μm), the
quality of the ghost interference (c) and ghost image (d) are
reduced, signaling reduced EPR entanglement. Each point of the
experimental data was accumulated for 60 s. The solid red lines
are numerical fits of the experimental data. Error bars represent
statistical error of �1 standard deviation.
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In the case of ghost imaging, Bob’s detection plane is
defined by a narrow vertical slit and ghost imaging is
obtained by horizontally scanning the whole measurement
setup mounted on a translation stage. Assuming that the
opening of Bob’s narrow slit is located at ~ρb and that
Alice’s SMF is located at ~ρa ¼ 0, the two-photon corre-
lation function for the ghost imaging setup can be written as

Gð2Þð~ρbÞ ∝
����
Z

d~κsd~κasC⊥ð~κþ; ~κ−ÞT
�
λsf
2π

~κs

�

× δ

�
~κas −

ω

cf
~ρb

�����
2

:

Again, when the pump field is a plane wave so that the
position-momentum correlation is perfect, i.e., C⊥ð~κþ;~κ−Þ¼
δð~κþÞ, the two-photon correlation function is reduced
to Gð2Þð~ρbÞ ∝ jT ð−~ρbÞj2, which is proportional to the
square of the object transfer function itself, jT ð~ρoÞj2.
When the momentum of the pump cannot be described
by the delta function, the two-photon correlation function
has to be calculated from Eq. (1), which can give a some-
what blurred image of the object. Again, by fitting the
experimental data to the theory, we can obtain σþ and σ−.
Full calculation details are given in the Supplemental
Material [41].
To firmly establish that the SFWM photon pair from the

cold atom cloud is EPR position-momentum entangled, it is
necessary to check if the photon pair violates a separability
criterion using the experimental ghost imaging and ghost
interference data in Fig. 2. For the transverse positions
(x1, x2) and transverse momenta (p1, p2) of the two
particles, if the two particles are in a separable state, they
satisfy the inequality [22–25],

hðΔx−Þ2ihðΔpþÞ2i ≥ jh½x1; p1�ij2; ð2Þ
where x− ¼ x1 − x2 and pþ ¼ p1 þ p2. Experimental
violation of the above inequality directly implies that the
two photons are in an entangled state. Another notable
criterion which we are interested in is the EPR steering
inequality [22–25]. EPR steering is a stricter form of
quantum correlation than entanglement such that entangle-
ment is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for EPR
steering. Operationally, EPR steering is equivalent to the
task of entanglement distribution when one of the two
involved parties is untrusted. Therefore, EPR steering
allows for, for example, quantum key distribution when
one of the parties cannot trust his or her device. The EPR
steering is possible, or EPR paradox arises, if the following
inequality is satisfied [22–25]:

hðΔx−Þ2ihðΔpþÞ2i <
1

4
jh½x1; p1�ij2: ð3Þ

Our experimental results show a strong violation of the
inequality in Eq. (2), hence confirming that the photon pair

is EPR position-momentum entangled and satisfies the
EPR steering inequality in Eq. (3). By fitting the exper-
imental data in Fig. 2 with the theoretical two-photon
correlation functions for ghost interference and ghost
imaging, we obtain the joint uncertainties Δx− and Δpþ.
(Full calculation details are given in the Supplemental
Material [41].) From Fig. 2(a), we obtain Δpþ ¼ 1.053�
0.635ℏ mm−1 and Δx− ¼ 0.0137� 0.0001 mm. We thus
have ðΔx−Þ2ðΔpþÞ2 ¼ 0.000 208� 0.000 177ℏ2 ≪ ℏ2.
Similarly, from Fig. 2(b), we have ðΔx−Þ2ðΔpþÞ2 ¼
0.000 372� 0.000 055ℏ2 ≪ ℏ2. Both results show a strong
violation of the separability criterion in Eq. (2) as well as
satisfying the EPR steering inequality in Eq. (3).
To study the effect of the spatial profile of the pump to the

quality of EPRentanglement of the SFWMphotons,we then
slightly focused the pump laser so that the beam diameter
2w0 ¼ 235 μmat theMOT. The resulting ghost interference
and imaging data are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d),
respectively. From Fig. 2(c), we obtain ðΔx−Þ2ðΔpþÞ2 ¼
0.0315� 0.0083ℏ2≱ℏ2 and from Fig. 2(d), we obtain
ðΔx−Þ2ðΔpþÞ2 ¼ 0.00326� 0.00124ℏ2≱ℏ2. While both
results do violate the separability criterion in Eq. (2) and
satisfy the EPR steering inequality in Eq. (3), it is clear that
the violation of separability, in this case, is weaker than the
previous one in which the pump was collimated.
Our narrowband EPR-entangled (i.e., position-

momentum entangled) photon pairs have unique advantages
over the spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC)-
based EPR-entangled photon pairs. Photon pairs fromSPDC
typically have the bandwidth of a few THz. Although SPDC
has been a workhorse in quantum information experiments
by demonstrating a variety of entanglement, it is simply
not compatible with the atomic quantum memory due to
the large bandwidth. While cavity SPDC can exhibit the
bandwidth compatible with atomic quantum memory
(∼MHz), only a certain type of entanglement, e.g., polari-
zation or energy time, is possible with cavity SPDC.
Moreover, frequency filtering of SPDC photons via optical
cavities cannot lead to position-momentum entanglement of
narrowband photons. On the other hand, the EPR-entangled
photon pairs generated from a cold atomic ensemble intrinsi-
cally have narrow bandwidths on the order of a few MHz
which is compatible with atomic quantum memory.
In summary, we demonstrated, for the first time, EPR

position-momentum entanglement of narrow-band photon
pairs generated from χð3Þ nonlinearity in a cold atomic
ensemble via SFWM. We observed both two-photon ghost
interference and ghost imaging effects by using the EPR
pair-photon source. From the ghost interference and ghost
imaging results, we showed explicitly that the photon pair
violates the inseparability criterion as well as satisfying the
EPR steering inequality, confirming high-quality EPR
position-momentum entanglement between the two narrow-
band photons. We have also explored the effect of pump
spatial profile to the degree of EPR entanglement between
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the photon pairs. The reported EPR photon pair source is
inherently well suited for efficient interaction and storage in
quantum memory or repeater and is expected to play an
essential role in spatially multiplexed quantum information
processing, including quantum imaging and quantum
metrology.
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